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ABSTRACT
In this study, we present a complete camera calibration algorithm for the solution of all extrinsic and
intrinsic param~etersfor both noncoplanar and coplanar distribution of object points. The complete algorithm
consists of: (a) new methods of computing image center and scale factor parameters inclluding the coplanar
case, (b) compllete lens distortion algorithms with general radial and first order tangential distortion models,
and (c) computation of calibration parameters within necessary constraints such as orthonormality of the
camera vectors. In addition, we demonstrate the effectiveness of higher order models and of higher iterations of
the lens distorti~onalgorithms. For accuate calibration, all extrinsic parameters are updated every time the lens
distortion pmneters are computed. A unique feature of all our algorithms is that parameters are solved
efficiently by linear equations only. Whenever iterative methods are applied, complete prcofs of convergence
are provided and corroborated experimentally. Furthermore, we demonstrate analytically ttie robustness of the
least squares e s b t e s of extrinsic parameters by showing that image and world coordinate computation are
insensitive to the image center and scale factor parameters if the camera is calibrated with uncompensated (not
corrected for itrlage center and scale factor) image data (ignoring lens distortion). A unique formalism for error
analysis is considered to study the sensitivity of the computed image and world coordinates under constant and
random noise. Extensive experiments on a coplanar set of calibration points are conducted to support our
analyses.

1. INTRODUCTION
Camera calibration is an important task in machine vision applications that require ithe correspondence
between featun:s in the three-dimensional (3D) object space and their corresponding points in the twodimensional (211) camedimage plane. A comprehensive study of many state of the art lmethods of camera
calibration are given in [9,29,3 11. Most of these methods compute a set of extrinsic (external camera
geometric) parameters and a few intrinsic (internal camera geometric and camera optics) parameters by both
linear and non-linear methods.

In this paper we shall focus on the computation of all calibration parameters - (extrinsic and intrinsic) for
Mr. Chatterjee is partially funded by Phoenix Software Development Company in Sterling Heights, Michi~:anwhere he is Project
Manager of Vision Systems. Mr. Chatterlee is currently in the Ph.D. program at Purdue University, School of Electrical
Engineering, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907.
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both noncoplawtr and coplanar distribution of object points. Many new algorithms are suggested for different
aspects of the calibration problem. Finally, a complete algorithm combines them all and includes the
following: (a) new methods of computing image center and scale factor parameters, (b) complete lens
distortion algorithms with general radial and first order tangential lens distortions, (and (c) parameter
computation wilthin necessary constraints such as the orthonormality of the camera vectors. A unique feature
of our methods is that all parameters are computed by the solution of linear equations only. A novel
fonnalism[lO,l8] for error analysis is considered to study the sensitivity of the computed image and world
coordinates under constant and random noise.

In this work we shall define complete algorithm as one that computes all calibration parameters (extrinsic

and intrinsic) !For both noncoplanar and copfanar cases, while simultaneously satistying all necessary
constraints that the parameters must obey. This terminology is introduced to distinguish our algorithm from
other algorithms in state of the art which compute a subset of all parameters with on(: method and then
compute another subset with an independent method. This multi-step approach ignores the interaction of the
first method with the second. However, unified algorithms computing all calibration parameters (i.e. complete
algorithm) are only recently studied[311.
1.1 Brief Review of State of the Art

Instead of covering the entire topic of camera calibration, we shall review the literature 011the following:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Compuration of image center and scale W o r (intrinsic) parameters.
Compuration of complete lens distortion (radial and tangential) parameters.
A complete algorithm for the solution of all extrinsic and intrinsic calibration parameters for both
noncoplanar and coplanar cases within necessary constraints.

Many recent literature on camera calibration offer methods to compute the image
center[6,13,17,20,30,31,32]. Ideally, the image center is the intersection of the camera's optical axis with the
camera's sensing plane. In practice optical axis is not easily defined and there are many possible definitions of
image centers [321. However, for the noncoplanar case, we can arrive at definitions and mc:asurernents for the
image center[l3,3 11.
In the coplanar case, methods to measure image center are special techniques designed to solve just the
image center problem. Examples of such methods are: (a) measuring the center of the radial lens
distortion[20,32], (b) determining the normal projection of a viewing point onto the imaging plane[30,32], (c)
measuring the center of the camera's field of view[32], (d) passing a laser beam through the: lens assembly and
matching the reflection of the beam fiom the lens with the primary beam, and measuring the center of the light
spot in the image[20,32], (e) measuring the center of c o s 4 radiometric
~
falloff or the center of vignetting,mage
spot[32], ( f ) chlanging the focal length of a camera-lens system to determine image center from a point
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invariant in the image[20,32], and many more.
Like the image center parameter, we have found a number of methods to compute scale War in the
coplanar case by special techniques designed for the scale factor parameter only. Examples of such methods
are: (a) measuring the frequencies of the stripes generated by the interface of ADC-clock and camera-clock
that creates the scale factor problem[20], (b) measuring the distortion in an image of a perfect circle into an
ellipse[25], (c) computing power spectrum of the image of two sets of parallel lines[l], (cl) counting the grid
points in an image of a grid pattern[5], and many more.
The above methods for computmg image center and scale factor require the cornputation of these
parameters in an off-line process. Most of these methods require a special optical setup and, in some cases, the
accuracy of the method depends on special objects (such as a laser beam, grid pattern, or a perfect circle)
required for the experiment. Moreover, most of the above methods do not consider other intrinsic parameters
such as lens distortion, skew angle (refer Table 1) that may interact to cause inaccurate results. In order to
compute these parameters in the presence of other intrinsic parameters, we need a complete algorithm.
Furthermore, for most compound lenses (refer Section 3) the image center changes when the lens is refocussed
or zoomed, thu:; requiring the image center computation as an on-line operation.
Another intnmic parameter commonly studied in the calibration literature is the effect of image distortion
due to non-linear lens systems. Many researchers[19,20,22] have observed that ignoring lens distortion is
unacceptable i11doing 3D measurements. Although recent studies[4,20,24,25,29,31]halve considered new
methods for correcting lens distortion, these methods are mostly for radial distortions of lenses up to first
order. When complete (both radial and tangential) lens distortion is considered[2,3,12,3 1.,33], iterative nonlinear optimization schemes are utilized and only first order parameters are computed. Although, these
methods are very accurate, non-linear optimization is infeasible for real-time applications elat are better served
by closed-form or linear methods. The effect of higher order parameters on the accuracy of calibration, and
linear methods of computing them are greatly needed.
Lastly, our study of existing literature shows very few algorithms for the computation of all calibration
parameters within a complete algorithm. The research by Weng et a1[3 11 is an example of one such algorithm.
Most previous studies do not consider all intrinsic parameters studied by Weng. For example Tsai[29] has
computed the radial lens distortion parameter (up to first order), and in (Lenz)[20] irnage center is also
considered but tangential lens distortion is ignored. The methods in [20,29] are fast andl accurate, and also
consider the noncoplanar case. However, these methods tends to ignore constraints which the extrinsic
parameters must obey (such as orthonormality of the camera vectors). Furthermore, only some extrinsic
parameters are updated with the computation of the radial lens distortion parameter. As shown in [31 ] and in
our experiments (Section 7), computing all extrinsic parameters with the lens distortion parameters is
necessary for accurate camera calibration.
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Grosky et a1[17] removed geometrical camera distortions prior to the calibration prc3cess. The method
considers all constraints that the parameters must obey. Thus, although very accurate, non-linear lens
distortion is not a part of the calibration task. However, the method has introduced the skew angle parameter
and also considered the coplanar case. Faig[l2] and Wong[33] have designed iterative algorithms for a general
solution of all calibration parameters except for the scale Mar. The generality of their mtdels allow them to
accommodate many types of distortions, and lead to very accurate results. However, convergence is not
guaranteed and accuracy is achieved only if proper convergence is obtained. Moreover, the interaction between
the lens distortion and the extrinsic parameters can lead to inaccurate solutions.
Many earlie~rstudies[13,14,15,27,28,34]have considered different methods of computmg the extrinsic
parameters. So:me intrinsic parameters are also considered only fbr the noncoplanar case. These methods
ignore lens distortion effects and do not consider constraints that the parameters must obey. The coplanar case
is also dealt with inadequately.
Lastly, we s l d discuss the complete algorithm by Weng[3 I.]. The method employs h e a r and non-linear
optimization schemes and iterations between them. Every step of iteration improves :ill parameters and
produces very accurate results. We have identified this algorithm as a unique step towards a complete
calibration method. However the disadvantages are: (1) the method involves complex nomlinear optimization
schemes that may be infeasible for real-time applications, (2) the method only considers the noncoplanar
distribution of object points and ignores the coplanar case that frequently occurs in industrj~alapplications, (3)
no proof of convergence of the global optimization scheme is provided and hence the algorithm may be
unstable or may converge at a local extremum unless the initial "guess" of parameters is ac:curate, (4) the lens
distortion paranmeters are decoupled from the extrinsic pammeters that are computed in a sqparate step, and the
interaction of th~edistortion parameters with the extrinsic parameters may also lead to false :minima, and (5) the
convergence of each step of the complete algorithm is not shown analytically.

1.2 Summary of Contributions in this Study

In our research, we shall propose a new complefe algorifhm for the estimation of all parameters. The
method has the following features:
The proposed algorithm computes all extrinsic and intrinsic parameters (see Table 1) for both
(1)
noncoplanar and coplanar distribution of object points.
All parameters computed by this method follow constraints that they must obey such as the
(2)
orthonc~rmalityof the camera vectors.
New algorithms are proposed for the solution of image center and scale factor parameters in the
(3)
coplanar case by linear equations, without special objects or off-line processes.
We have considered complete lens distortion algorithms with the general radial and first order
(4)
tangential lens distortion models.
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We have demonstrated the eflectiveness of higher order lens distortion models and also of higher
iteraticm of the linear algorithms used to compute them.
Our niethods compute all extrinsic parameters every time the lens distorb.on parameters are
(6)
computed.
All parameters are solved efficiently by linear equations only (refer Section 7).
(7)
(8)
Wherever iterative methods are applied, complete proofs of convergence are provided and
corroborated by experimental results.
In brief, we hiwe proposed novel algorithms (by linear equations only) for every aspect of the calibration
problem in existing literature, and have combined them all with the new complete algorithmL.
(5)

In this study, we have also demonstrated analytically that both image center and scale factor have no effect
(in the coplanar and noncoplanar cases) on the estimation of both image and world coordinates, if the camera
is calibrated with the uncompensated (not corrected for image center and scale factor) image data. This result
allows us to perform accurate camera calibration without extensive computation of ima;ge center and scale
factor if the lens distortion effects are ignored. Some researchers[20,29] have observed, tbxough experimental
studies, that image center displacement has minimal effect on camera calibration for the no:nwplanarcase. For
example, in [29] the following observation is made: "To see the consequence of having a wrongly guessed
image center when doing calibration, we intentionally altered the apparent image center by ten pixels. The
results of 3D nleasurement still is about as accurate". We have codirmed this fact by arlalytical means and
also extended it to the coplanar case, and included the scale factor parameter. This appears to be the first
known analytical result of its kind in a calibration algorithm.
We have presented a unique formalisrn[lO] for the sensitivity analysis of the calibration parameters under
constant and random noise. This analysis helps us prove analflcally some commonly observed experimental
facts such as thlecalibration is most accurate at the center of the image. Similar k t s are shown in [lo] for the
pose estimation problem.
TABLE 1. Carnera calibration parameters discussed in this stud (refer Figure I).
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Description
Horizontal camera vector.
Vertical camera vector.
(Rotation Matrix)
Axial camera vector.
Position of camera center. (Translation Vector)

Type
H , . H ~ , ~ Extrinsic

I

Focal Length.
Image Center Displacement.
Scale Factor.
Skew Angle.
Radial Lens Distortion.
Tangential Lens Distortion.
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1.3 Outline of the Paper

In Section 2 we shall describe the geometric calibration model and a homogeneous expression between
world and image coordinates. Section 3 discusses new algorithms for the computation of image center and
scale factor (also skew angle) parameters in the noncoplanar and coplanar cases. Section 4 presents many new
algorithms for efficient computation of complete lens distortion parameters. Section 5 is the complete
calibration algorithm. Section 6 shows the intluence of constant and random noise on the image and world
coordinate computation. Section 7 is the experimental results on a coplanar distribution of object points.

2. CAMERA CALIBRATION MODEL
This section of the paper deals with the geometrical aspects of the calibration problem. The geometry
assuines that the camera and lens system behave like a pinhole camera system without any distortion. The
effects of image distortions due to lens configuration is shown in Sections 3 and 4. The geometry involves
essentially three coordinate systems (refer Figure 1): (1) a 3D world coordinate systen~(X,Y,Z) centered
centered at a point S
around a point O and including a point W(x,y,z) in 3D, (2) a 2D image array system
in the image plane and including a point (ij), and (3) an intermediate 3D coordinate system (H,V,A) (unit
vectors) with origin at optical center C of the lens system, with (H,V)axes aligned to the (1,J) axes respectively
of the image coordinates. Let f be the distance fiom optical center C to the sensor plane. By similar triangles:

aJ)

(W-C).H ---i
(W-C).A
,f7

(W -C).V
(W -C).A

j

=f'

Assuming Ch=C.H, C,=C.V and C,=C.A, we get the following linear equation[34]:

(2)
Here (i,,j,) i:s the measured pixel coordinates of the n~ calibration point (%,y,,q) in 3D. The camera
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parameters ()52$&,VpVrVz,&~,Ch,Cv)
are unknown extrinsic calibration constar~ts.Focal length f is
an unknown inlrinsic calibration constant. The above equation is solved by the least squares method (assuming
Ch=l) with at least 6 noncoplanar calibration points i.e. N 2 6 . In reality, more than 6 points are used to
overdetennine rhe problem.
One of the main reasons that the least squares solution may not exist for the system of' linear equations in
(2) above, is that the points used for calibration actually lie in a plane with respect to the world coordinate
system. In this case, we have assumed that it is the z-coordinate that is unimportant for coplanar calibration.
Also, we shall require at least 4 coplanar (but not wllinear) points to solve the linear equation by least squares
(assuming ch=l).
2.1 Homogenc:ous Form for Coordinate Conversion

Although (1)~is non-linear, it is possible to represent it in a condensed matrix linear transformation form by
use of homogeneous coordinates. Within this context, the world to image coordinate transformation for the
noncoplanar calibration case can be expressed as:

Camera Matrix

Persp.Proj. Rotation Matrix Translation
Mam'x
Vector
In general, the 3x4 transformation matrix that relates the homogeneous forms of the image and world
coordinates is called the camera matrix. This can be decomposed into a 3x3 matrix (with focal length f ) called
the perspective projection matrix[ll], and a 3x4 matrix containing a 3x3 (left submatrix) rotation
matrix[15,29], and a translation vector [Ch,C,CJT. Likewise the homogeneous coordinate conversion for
coplanar calibration case can be expressed in terms of a 3x3 matrix with no z-component.
Since (H,V,A) are the orthonormal basis vectors for the camera coordinate system centered at C, the
extrinsic camera parameters in (3) above form an orthonormal rotation matrix[15,29]. However, some
researchers[3 11 have argued that imposing the orthononnal constraint on (H,V,A) may be inappropriate. But,
many researchers[17,20,29,31] (including the ones quoted above) have observed that ttle accuracy of the
simulation results improve if the o r t h o n o d t y of (H,V,A) are maintained. This is also seen in our extensive
simulation (Section 7). We shall, therefore, provide methods to estimate all calibration parameters such that
(H,V,A) are ortllonormal.
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3. ESTIMATION OF IMAGE CENTER AND SCALE FACTOR
In this section, we shall explore different causes and deiinitions of the image center and scale factor
(intrinsic) parameters. We shall also present methods to compute these parameters in the noncoplanar and the
coplanar calibnrtion cases. It has been a common practice in many vision applications, to choose the center of
the image buffer as the center S of the image coordinates 0-3).Ideally the image center is the intersection of
the optical axis of the camera-lens system with the camera's sensing plane (see Figure 1). The optical axis is
defined as the line passing through the centers of the optical components in the lens. In practice, the optical
axis is not so easily deiined for real lenses. A taxonomy of 16 different image centers; with methods for
measuring them. are shown in [321.
For real lenses, different deiinitions of image centers[32] depend on whether the lens has fixed or variable
parameters, and on how the variable parameters are mechanically implemented. A brief list of such parameters
are:
(a)

(b)

(c)

For a sfhnple lens, there can be two axes of symmetry - optical and mechanical. The optical axis is the
straighl: line joining the centers of curvature of the two surfaces of the lens, whereas the mechanical
axis is determined by the centerline of the machine used to grind the lens' edge. The angle between
these axes is called decentration[26,32].
In a compound lens, the optical axes of multiple lens elements may not be accura~telyaligned due to
decentration of each lens element, resulting in multiple possibilities for the optical axis.
In adjustable lenses, the misalignment between the optical and mechanical axes chimge as the spacing
betweell the lens elements are changed. This problem may also occur in variable f w d length lenses.

Due to the above complications, we shall present different methods for estimatmg image center from a welldistributed set of calibration points. Note that if complex lens mechanisms are used, we may need to calibrate
the image center every time the image of the 3D object is re-fbcussed or zoomed. Thus, in applications with
autofocus lenses for example, calibration of image center may be an on-line process.
Another intrinsic parameter commonly considered in camera calibration is the scale factor (si,sj). Array
sensors such as CCD and CID sensors acquire the video information by a number of photoelements placed in a
rectangular grial, and each element accumulates charge proportional to the integral light over the element area.
Each line of vicLeo signal is well separated by the horizontal sync of the composite video. The AD converter
(ADC) places each line of video in one row of image buffer. U s d y the vertical spacing between lines
perfectly matches that on the sensor array giving us no scale fictor in the vertical direction, i.e. sj=l. The
pixels in each line of video signal are resampled by the ADC. Ideally the ADC samphg frequency is identical
to that of the camera. In reality, the ADC samples the video lines with a rate different than the camera and
causes the image to be scaled along the horizontal direction, i.e. si# 1. Therefore, it is important to determine
the horizontal s d e fkctor si for accurate camera calibration.
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Some researichers[20,29,31,321 have suggested that for discrete array cameras si car1 be approximately
determined from the sensor dimensions as: si=Nci/Nfi,where Nti=numberof sensor element; in the I (scan line)
direction, and Nfi=numberof picture elements in a line as sampled by the image processor. However, due to
timing errors, iriconsistency of the ADC scanning electronics, and a possible tilt of the sensor array, NCi/Nfiis
not an accuratt: estimate of si. A more accurate estimate of si is obtained as si=f,or-cl,, JfADC-clockwhere
fw4,k=freq~lency that sensor elements are clocked off of the CCD, and fm,,k=freq[uency
at which the
ADC samples.

Let us consicier a point in 3D whose image (frame buffer) coordinates are ( d f ) With respect to the center S
(refer Figure 111of the image coordinate system (1-9.Let the actual image center be at :location (i,jo)
with
respect to S. Let (ij ) be the h e location of the point in the image plane with respect to its a1ctua.I image center.
If the scale h 6 o r is (si,sj) we can obtain the following expressions[l5,29]:

If the camexa is calibrated with image coordinates (af), the least squares solutioxi of (2) will yield
parameters (P,Q,Ra,b,c) (refer (5)) instead of (fH,fV,A,fCh,fC,Cd respectively. Let (H,V,A,Ch,C,C.J be the
true extrinsic calibration parameters with focal length f. From (1) the combined effects of these intrinsic
parameters on the least squares solution of (2) are as follows:
p = & ~ + i , A , Q=f,V +joA, R = A ,

where

f; =sif',

a =f;Ch +iOCa,

b =fiCv+JoCay c=Ca,

fi = ~ , f .

From the above expressions, we obtain the following theorems:
Theorem 1:
For the least squares estimates of all calibration parameters (from (2)), there is no error in the computation
of frame buffer coordinates (&jf) from world coordinates (qy,z) if the parameters used for computation are
(P,Q,Ra,b,c).
Theorem 2:
For the least squares estimates of all calibration parameters (from (2)), there is no error in the computation
of world coordinates (qy,z) from frame buffer coordinates (wf) with parameters (P,Q,Ra,b,c).
These theorems (proofs in Appendix I) show that we can obtain accurate image and world coordinates
without extensive computation of image center displacement and scale hctor, if lens distortion is ignored. This
demonstrates a strong robust property of the least squares solution of (2). Where accurate parameters are
needed, (5) can be used to update the extrinsic parameters for different values of image centers and scale
hctors.
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3.1 Computation of Image Center and Scale Factor - Noncoplanar Case

In this section we shall discuss different methods of computmg the extrinsic parameters (H,V,A,Ch,C,Ch,
image center (iojo) and scale factor (si7sj)in the noncoplanar case. As mentioned before (Section 2.1),
maintaining the orthonormality of (H,V,A) is very important for accurate camera calibra.tion. From (5), we
obtain the following expressions:
'
P.P =f,2 +io",
Q.Q =f j 2 + j o , R.R=l, P.Q=iojo, P.R =Io, Q . R = j o ,

PXQ =f,f,A -f,.joV -fjioH,

QXX =fjH,

(6)

RXP =f,V.

By using R.R=:l, we can obtain C, from the least squares estimates of (2). From (5), we can obtain the
following two solutions for (H,V,A):

Note that both r;olutions of (H,V,A) above are o r t h o n o d . (&j,),
are obtained as below:

f;

-(P.R)RII or IIPmll,

f, =llQ

-(Q.R)RI] or

(5,fj)and the translati011vector (Ch,C,Ca)

lQm11.

(8)

Equation (7) gives us two different solutions for (H,V,A) and not an unique one because, we have more
, ~ ,For
~ this reason and also for
equations than umknowns in expression (6) (5 equations and 4 ~ o w n s - < do).
geometric considerations, Grosky[l7] has introduced the skew angle parameter 8 between the (I,J) image
coordinates. This new parameter gives us an elegant and unique solution for (H,V,A) that ir; also o r t h o n o d .
Without loss of generality, we shall assume that the I image coorcljnate is skewed from its ideal position by a
positive angle 8, and obtain the following expressions instead of (5):
P=f;:(Hcos(8)+Vsin(8))+ioA, Q = f / V + j o A ,
a =f;(C, cos(8) +C, sin(8)) +ioC,,

b =fiC,,

+ joCa,

R=A,
c =Ca.

Dehmg vectors:M = P-(P.R)R and N = Q-(Q.R)R, we obtain the following expressions for (H,V,A):

M N
M
N
N
A = R, where C O S ( =
~-)
H =sec(8 :I -- tan(8 ), V =UMl'IINII
IIMll
Nll
IlNll'
Here again (H,'V,A) are orthonormal. (iojo) and (<,?) are same as in (8) above. The translation vector
(Ch,C,Ca) is as follows:

I

'

Thus (&jo), (13,fJ and all extrinsic parameters can be computed by the following algorithm:
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Algorithm 1:
Obtain extrinsic parameters (P,Q,Ra,b) from the least squares solution of (2) by assuming C,=l.
(1)
(2)
Compute (cl=JC,J=l/I(RIJ.
Assuming the sign of C, as +1, update (P,Q,Ra,b) by multiplying them in step 1 by C,. The sign of
(3)
C, is ol)tamed, as below, from any 3D point Wo(x,,,y0,zo) whose image coordinates are (i, j,) such that
bothi,, andjo arenot 0.
sign ( x&x + y a y +z&
-Ch )
where sign(x) = +1 x rO and -1 ~fx x0.
sign(it,
Alternatively, the sign of C, can be determined from the location of the camera with respect to the
(x,y) plane. The sign of C, is -1 if the camera is in front of the (qy) plane and -tl if the camera is
behind the (x,y) plane.
sign(Ch) =

(4)
(5)

(6)

Obtain i,,=P.R, jo=Q.R, f,=(IP-ioqI, and $=IIQ-joRII from (8) and (9).
Compute (H,V,A,C,,C,C$
from (7) and (9) or from (1 I) and (12).
Center C=[C, Cy C,IT of camera coordinates (H,V,A) can be obtained as follows:

In all our previous discussions, note that we have not extracted the scale factor (si,sj) and focal length f from
This is because, we can solve (si,sj) and f only up to a scale factor parameter. In order to
parameters
compute (si,sj), we can use the fact that the vertical scale &or sj is usually 1 (discussed before), in which
case, f=fj, and si=fi/9.

($,fi).

3.2 Computation of Image Center and Scale Factor - Coplanar Case

In our search of existing literature, we have found a number of methods to compute image center and scale
factor in the coplanar case by special techniques designed for these parameters only (refer Section 1.1).
However, most of these methods do not combine the effects of scale factor and complete lens distortion for a
solution of all calibration parameters in the coplanar case. Furthermore in these solulions, the extrinsic
parameters do not always follow the constraint that (H,V,A) are orthonormal. In this section, we shall present
an algorithm to compute these parameters as a part of the complete calibration process in the coplanar case,
such that (H,V,A) are orthonormal.
From the least squares solution of (2) (coplanar case only) with &own
image center (&do) and scale
kctor (si,sj), we shall obtain parameters (P,PyQ,QrR,&a,b)
assuming c=C,=l. From these, we shall
compute (&do)ind (fi,q) in two steps: (1) compute image center (i,,jo) from known estimates of scale factor
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(si,sj), and (2) compute scale factor (si,sj) fiom lmown estimates of image center (iojo) in the previous step.
The two algorithms are:
Algorithm 2:
Choose a starting value of (i, j,) within a set D of possible choices of (4j,) (say D: -10 4 ( 4j,) 4 10).
(1)
Starting with the estimate of si=sj=l.Ocompute the following:
(2)
flx=s;l (Px-i&, fly
=sil (Py-i&, JVx=sil (QX-j&, jV,,=sil (QY-j&, Ax=& A;,=R,,
Algorithm 3 below estimates (si,sj)fiom laown estimates of (hi,).
Compi~tefocal length f as follows:
(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Compute the two expressions for PIC:

as below, and the absolute error e between them:

IC,J can be obtained fiom the expression off in (13) and the expression of PIC: above. The sign of C,
is discussed in Algorithm 1.
Adjust (i, j,) to a new value within D and repeat steps 2-5 till we obtain the minim~~m
value of e.
Report (i, j,), f, C, and (H$,,,V,V,,,A&)
for minimum e.

Algorithm 3:
From estimates (4j,) above, compute the following:
(1)
fpx=P,i&
fpy=Py-i& JVx=Qx-j&
=Qy-j& Ax=& A,=%
Following the analysis in Section 3.1, we shall assume sj=l. si can be estknakd as 'below:
(2)

vY

(3)

Compute focal lenpjth f and PIC:

as follows:

(C,I can be obtained fiom f and (f7CaIabove. The sign of C, is discussed in Algorithm 1.
The two algc~rithmsabove can be combined into one for a complete solution of image center (4j,) and scale
factor (si,sj) as follows:
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Algorithm 4:
Estimate image center (bjo) from Algorithm 2 above.
(1)
Estima1:e scale factor (si,sj)from Algorithm 3 above.
(2)
Repeat steps 1-2 till a maximum number of iterations.
(3)
Compute focal length f and the camera matrix from the above equations.
(4)
Note that the solution for (H,V,A) by this algorithm is orthonormal for error e=O (see (14)). Translation vector
(Ch,C,) can be obtained from (9).
3.3 Uniqueness of the Image Center (i,j0) and Scale Factor (spsj) Computed in Aigorii;hms 2,3

In this section, we shall prove that there in a unique solution for (iojo) by Algorithm 2, and that this
algorithm will arrive at a correct solution if the true image center is included in the doma~inD of search. Let
(Ab,'Ajo) be the difference between the actual and the current estimate of image center coolrdinates. From ( 3 ,
the estimates of' camera vectors (fi,fj) are: (f,H)&=ffiH+A@, (fjV),=fjV+Aj0A. The error (e) (from (14)) is as
below:

e=

&,'(A,'

-AY2) +2f,Aio(H,A, -HyAy)
si2ca2

+ A~:(A,'

-A,')

+2f,A~~(v,A, -CAY)

(17)

ca2

This expressiorl of error is a quadratic function that reaches a unique minimum at h=Aj0=O. This error
.. .
function can be m u m u d by many standard efficient search algorithms[2 I.].
Next we shdl show the error in estimating scale fictor si due to errors (&,AJ~,) in image center
computation. From the expression of si in (15), the error (e) in estimating si is:

This error fundon has a unique minimum at &=Aj0=O, and can be solved by standard optimization
algorithms[2 11.

4. CAMERA CALIBRATION UNDER COMPLETE LENS DISTORTION
In this section, we shall consider the effects of lens distortion on the calibration model fctr both noncoplanar
and coplanar cases. As a result of imperfections in the design and assembly of lenses, the image of a plane
object lies, in general, on a slightly curved field[23] (see Figure 2), wherein objects at the edge of the field of
view appear somewhat smaller or larger than they should. Two types of lens distortions commonly seen in
image processulg are radial[2,23] and tangentia1[3,23] distortions. Two of common radial lens distortions are
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pincushion and barrel distortions shown in Figure 2. Pincushion distortion results, for example, when a lens is
used as a magniflmg glass, whereas barrel distortion results when the object is viewed through a lens at some
distance from the eye.
Tangential distortions are usually caused by: (a) decente~g of the l~ens (Decentering
Distortion)[2,3,:L2,23,31], or (b) imperfections in lens manuf&ctwhg or tilt in camera sansor or lens (Th
Prism Distortion)[l2,3 11. One of the effects of tangential distortion is that a straight line passing through the
center of the field of view may appear in the image as weakly curved line (see Figure 2). It -isobvious that due
to radial and tangential lens distortions, the local scale on an image may vary both radially and tangentially at
a given image position. Clearly this is disturbing in applications where the ultimate task is t~omap a 3D object
in uniform scale from its acquired image.
Figure 1 sho~vsthe ideal image pixel coordinates (ij) of a point P in 3D. However, due to lens distortions,
the actual coordiites of the image point may be at (idid). Lf image center and scale factors iue also considered
in this model, the expressions in (4) should be used (with hown ( bj,) and (si,sj)) to obtxin (id&) from the
image ( m e buffer) coordinates (43. When (bj,) and (si,sj) are unknown, refer complete calibration
algorithm in Section 5.
One commonl~yused model for correctmg lens distortion is that developed by Brown[2,3].. Let (Di,Dj) be the
corrections for g:eometric lens distortions present in the image coordinates (id&) respectively of an object point
P(qy,z). With rd(i2+j2), (Di,Dj)are expressed by the following idkite series[2,3,23]:

This model ac:counts for both symmetric radial and asymmetric tangential distortions. The terms including
coefficients (g,,g2,g,,. ..) represent radial distortion, and the terms which include (p,q,sl,s2,...) represent
tangential distortions. The image coordinates are corrected for lens distortion by the following expression:
i=id+Di,

j=jd+Dj.

(20)

Since (i j) are the true image coordinates, and are not measurable from the image, we shall use (idjd) instead of
(ij)for the com~~utation
of (Di,Dj) in (19).
4.1 Calibration Under First Order Radial Lens Distortion

In this section, we shall compute the extrinsic calibration parameters (H,V,A)under the elFfects of Grst order
radial lens distottions. Let us consider the following vector B for extrinsic parameters in the linear equation (2)
for the noncoplanar calibration case (assuming C,=l):
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BT = b ~ x f H y f H z f V x f V y f V z A r A y A z f C h f C J .
Let U, and W,, be vectors with known image coordinates

(21)

(a&) and world coordinates (~,y,,%) for the nh

calibration point:
UnT = ,(x,yn zn 0 0 0 -ipn- i j n -ign-1 01,
WnT= [0 0 OX, ynzn-jpn - j j n -jgn 0 -I], n=1 ....A?

(22)

We shall define: vectors AU, and AW, as corrections to U, and W, respectively due to radial lens distortion of
first order:
AU,T == [0 0 0 0 0 0 -&pn- & j n -&gn 0 01, where Ain=ij,2,
(23)
A WnT== [0 0 0 0 0 0 -Ajpn - A j j n-Ajgn 0 01, where AJ,,=jnr,,-?,n=I . ...h?

Linear equation (2) under first order radial lens distortion is as follows:

Minimizing the least squares error, we obtain the following expressions for B and g, (assuming C,=l):

These first estinnates for B and g, can be improved by an iterative procedure described in steps 1-4 below:

Al~orithm5:
Choose an initial "reasonable" value of g, (say 0.01).
(1)
Compute extrinsic parameter vector B from (25) (assuming C,=l).
(2)
Compute radial distortion parameter g, from (26) with vector B in step 2.
(3)
Repeat steps 2 and 3 till a maximum number of iterations.
(4)
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At the end of the above algorithm, we can obtain the camera matrix as follows:
Algorithm 6 Oionco~lanarCasek
Compute ICJ from the property IIAll=l as: IC,]=l/IIAll.
(1)
Determine the sign of C, from step 3 of Algorithm 1.
(2)
Multiply vector B by C, to obtain the camera matrix.
(3)
Algorithm 7 (Coplanar Case):
Obtain focal length f and IflCa(from (13) and (14) respectively.
(1)
Compu~te(Ca(from f and JUC,I obtained above.
(2)
Deternine the sign of C, from step 3 of Algorithm 1.
(3)
Multiply vector B by C, to obtain the camera matrix.
(4)
For efficient computation of these parameter refer [7,8,9]. Note that (H,V7A) may not be mutually
orthonormal at the end of this calibration step. In order to obtain orthonormal (H,V7A) after including lens
distortion, refer Section 5.
Next we shall prove that Algorithm 5 converges to a unique solution for B and gl. Let q,, Bk7and gk be the
least squared error, extrinsic parameter vector B, and radial distortion parameter g1 respectively in the kfh step
of iteration. Following these notations:

-

where

Gk= -

n =I

N

n =I

N
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which is the same eqression as (26). Also note that
The above expression reaches a minimum at
#&, q+,2<e,2.
Therefore, before reachg convergence,
%+,2=ek2-(apositive constant). Thus, as long as
the error strictly decreases till the minimum where ek,124q2.

4.2 Calibration Under General Radial Lens Distortion

Here we shall extend the above analysis to the geseral radial lens distortion case up to order M i.e., we shall
estimate the lens dis'tortion parameters (g1,g2....aM)
along with the extrinsic parameter vector B.Here we shall
d e h e vectors AU, ;andAW, as:
hUnT=
=[OOOOOO-xn-yn-z,,OO], n=l ...N
(27)
Also define vectors G, R,, and S, as follows:
GT = [g, gr2... g~ 4 T = iJr2 r,' ... rnw],Snf= jA2r/ ... rnm].
The linear equation (2) under general radial lens distortion case is:

-

B

-

g,B

.-. ~ ~ ~ i ni 2 ,
h ~ , , ~ j ~ ...
r , ,h~~ , , ~ j , , r , j,,rn2
~ , , ~ i , , r ~~

["a:

W,

216

a
.
-

]

, inr,
r ~
2M
jnrnIY

.

...

~ ~
g M 8 = - C a [ i n ] , =l*..hl.
In
g1Ca

(28)

...

-8MCa

-

h h h h n g the 1ea-i:squared error in (28), we obtain the following expression for extrinsic vector B:

Radial lens distortion vector G is obtained as follows:
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The coefficient matrix for the above equation is a symmetric MXM real positive matrirc with M non-zero
eigenvalues (Nz M) giving us a unique solution for radial vector G.
The above first estimates of B and G can also be improved by Algorithm 5. The convergence of this
algorithm for the general radial case can be seen from the following expression of least squared error ez,,:

ekn 2 s e k 2 + Y + G ~ , + r l f -Il+Gt + r f .

(3 1)

Here Q is the Cl~oleskydecomposition[l6], and 'I are defined below:
N

I

d ( 1 + B ' A U ~ ) ~ R ~ +(I
R ~ +T B T A ~ ) ~ s ~ s , =, TQ T where* i r f i l l r n n k for N 2.M
n=l

N

z[(in
+lfTCJn)(l+ l f T

AUn) R,

+lf'wn)(l+B'w~)s,,]

4 'I'

Note 'I is unique when Q is full rank.

n =4

The error reaches minimum at QGk+l=-I' which is the least squares expression for G in (30) (see Appendix II).
Refer Appendix II for complete proof of convergence.
4.3 Calibratiori Under First Order Radial and Tangential Lens Distortions

In this section, we shall consider the effects of both radial and tangential lens distortiom; on the calibration
process. We shad discuss two different methods of estimatmg the extrinsic and lens distortion parameters. The
methods are:(l) One step estimation of distortion parameters (g,,p,q) and (2) Sequential estimation of (g,,p,q).
4.3.1 One-Step Estimation of Distortion Parameters (g,,p,q)

The analysis for the first order radial and tangential lens distortions is very similar to the general radial lens
distortion case i n Section 4.2. We shall define AU, and AW, by the same expression in (27). Define vectors G ,
I$, and S, as follows:

G T = [A:,p 41, RnT = [inrn2 (rn2+2i,,3 Zi,,j,J, SnT = b,,rn2
2iJn (r,2+2j;fl.
The linear equalion under first order radial and tangential lens distortion case is:
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Minimizing the least squared error, we obtain the same expressions for extrinsic vector B and lens distortion
vector G as in (29) and (30) respectively.
Algorithm 5 can also be used here to iteratively improve the estimates of B and G. The expression for least
squared error ezk+, is same as in (31). Thus the algorithm converges to the least squares solution for B and G.
The proof of convergence is same as the one in Appendix 11.
4.3.2

Sequential Estimation of Distortion Parameters (g,,p,q)

We shall define vectors (AU,,AU,',AU,~ as corrections to vector U, (in (22)) due to radial distortion
parameter g,, tangential distortion parameter p, and tangential distortion parameter q respectively as follows:
AUnT = [O 0 0 0 0 0 -Ai& -&fin -Ai,,zn 0 01,
. (AU,,]~= [ o o o o o o - A ~ ~ ~ ~ , - & ~ ~ ~ - A ~ ~ ~ ~ o o ] ,
(32)
(AUn'IT = [O 0 0 0 0 0 -Ainl& -Ainl>,,-Ainnzn0 01.
Similarly (AW~,AW~',AW,,") are as follows:
A WnT = [O 0 0 0 0 0 -Aj,,xn - A j j n -Ajgn 0 01,
( A WnIT =[0 0 0 0 0 0 -Ajn& -Ajnyn -Ajnkn 0 01,
( A Wn'> =[0 0 0 0 0 0 -Ajn1< -Ajnl>,, -Ajnlkn0 01, n =I.. .N
where Ai, = i,,rn2, Ajn = j,,rn2, Ain' = r,2+2in2, Ajn' = 2i& Ainu = 2iJw Ajn" = m2+2jn2.

Linear equation (2) under both radial and tangential distortions is as follows:

.. ..
Mmmmng the least squares errors, we obtain the following expressions for (B,gl,p,q) (assuming C,=l):
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~'=
+W
~A
~+
U ~~~: A W ~ + P A W ~ ' + ~ A W ~ ' :
where UnC= U ~ + ~ ~ A U ~ + ~ A UWnC
inC= i,,+gI&n+p~in'+q~i,':
jnC

= jn+glAjn+pAjn'+q~jnn.

Following the analysis in Section 4.1,the least squares error
shown as follo~vs:

in the (k+l)&step of iteration can be
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Here Gk, Pkand. Qk are as follows:

The above exprc:ssion for error shows that Algorithm 5 can be modified as below to obtain convergence for all
lens distortion parameters gl, p, and q.
Algorithm 8:
Choose initial values of (gl,p,q).
(1)
Compur~extrinsic parameter vector B fiom (35) (assuming Ca=l).
(2)
Compur~radial distortion parameter gl fiom (36) with vector B in step 2.
(3)
Compuix tangential distortion parameter p fiom (37) with vector B in step 2 and g1 in step 3.
(4)
Compui~tangential parameter q fiom (38) with vector B in step 2 and g, in step 3 and p in step 4.
(5)
Repeat steps 2-5 till a maximum number of iterations.
(6)
From the expressions of least squares error
above, we can conclude that the algorithm above converges
to the least squares estimates of (gl,p,q).
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5. COMPLETE CALIBRATION ALGORITHM
The analyses in the previous two sections can be combined to obtain a complete calibration algorithm for all
parameters. This algorithm computes the image center, scale kctor, radidtangential lens distortion
parameters, all t:xtrinsic parameters and focal length by linear iteration only. The algorithn also operates for
both noncoplmu and coplanar cases. Although some methods[311 exist for the noncoplaniu case, to the best
of our knowledge, there is no such complete algorithm for the coplanar case. The complete algorithm is as
follows:
Al~orithm9:
From the calibration data points, obtain the least square solution for the extrinsic parameters (vector
(1)
B) from (2) assuming C, = 1.
(2) . Compu1:e image center (i jo) and scale fkctors (4,Q by the algorithms in Section 3. Use Algorithm 1
for the ~aoncoplanarcase. For the coplanar case, use Algorithms 2-4. The extrinsic: vector B required
for this step is obtained in the previous step of computation. At the end of this step, we obtain
estimatt:s of image center (i,,jo),
scale factors (with focal length) (4,q) and e x h i c parameters
%I-$&,V,V,Vz&4&,C,C,CJ
where (H,V,A) are orthonormal. We shall use the calibration
points as input data for computation in this step.
Cornpure the complete lens distortion parameters (g,,...,g,,p,q) and the extrinsic parameters
(3)
%q&,V,V,Vz,&s4,C,,C,CJ
by Algorithms 5 and 8. Note that the eminsic parameters
(H,&,&,V,VyVZ,&A&)
may not be orthonormal at the end of this step. Here again use the
calibration points as data for computation.
Repeat steps 2-3 for a maximum number of iterations.
(4)
The above algorithm iteratively solves all calibration parameters - both extrinsic and io.thsic. In order to
obtain orthononnal (H,V,A) for accurate camera calibration, we need to terminate the above algorithm at the
end of step 2, because step 3 may not produce orthonormal (H,V,A). In order to terminate the algorithm at the
end of step 3, vie shall use the analysis in Appendix III (for noncoplanar case only), in the final iteration of
step 3 instead of the analyses in Section 4.

6. ERROR ANALYSIS
In this section, we shall analyze the errors in the estimation of image and world coordinates due to errors in
the camera pmuneters and due to measurement errors in the world and image coordinates respectively. We
shall analyze the following:
(1)
Errors in image coordinates (iFjf) (from fi-ame buffer) due to constant errors in parameters
(2)

~qCZ,V,V,Vz7&~~7Ch7c,c8747q~ioJo).
Errors in the image coordinates (if) due to random errors in the world coordinates (qy,z).
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(3)

Errors

in

world

coordinates

(x,y)

due

to

constant

errors

in

parameters

(4)

~ ~ : & , V , v y v Z , & ~ A , , C h , C , C a , < , ~ , & j for
o ) the coplanar case only.
Errors in the image coordinates (x,y) due to random errors in the image coordinates (if&)
for the
coplanar case only.

In our error analysis, we shall use the formalism in [lo]. For a real-valued function R=f(al,...,a& the
relative uncertainty of R can be expressed by the £ h torder Taylor series expansion off as:

" p,-.
" M

AR - aR / R, --,la, + . . . . . : a R / % Aa =
43
aallao, 1
aa, aon aon

i

(39)

aoi
where AR=R-R,,, R is the observed value, and R,, is the most probable value, and so on. Si is the linear
sensitivity of R .to % and
is the relative uncertainty of %. Within this formalism, the I-eliabilityof R will
be measured by its standard deviation as follows for independent input parameters ai:
8%

6.1 Errors in (iipjf)due to Constant Errors in (H,VA,Ch,C,,C,,~,fj,i&)

From (I), (4) and (5) the image and world coordinates are related as follows:

where P%H+&4, Q=fjV+joA, R=A, a%Ch+&C, b=fjCv+joC,, c=C, and (Gf) are image coordinates (from
frame buffer), Using the formalism above, the relative uncertainties of 4. and jf are:

It is clear from (42,43) that the uncertainty of 4. increases with.. (a) increasing if, (b) increasing (x,y,z), and
(c) increasing CP,P,P,,a)
and ( G q % , c ) . Also sensitivity of 4. does not depend on jf and (Q,Q,Q,,b).
Similarly, the uncertainty of jf increases with: (a) increasing jf, (b) increasing (x,y,z), and (c) increasing
(Q,Q,,Q,,b) and &R,,,%,c), and it does not depend on 4. and (P,P,P,,b).
These results also show that the
computation of image coordinates are most accurate at the center of the field of view, i.e. (i,jf) closest to the
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center S of the image coordinates I-J and to the true image center (i jo).
6.2 Errors in ( 4 3 due to Random Errors in (x,y,z)

From (41), the uncertainties of (ifjf) due to errors in (x,y,z) are:

Assuming (x,y,z) are unifonniy distributed within [42,d2], from (40) we obtain the following standard
deviations (ai,qi)of (ifjf) respectively:

Also from (44) and (45)

Substituting h/x=+ux when S i or S j 1 0 and iWx=-ax when Sxi or S$ < 0 and similarly :forAy/y and Adz
(aX=ay=~,=&'l2), we obtain:

[y)
2

=a,'

+2~s;.sr'uxaY +2Js;s,'ayaz

I I

+~s,'s~.~

> o j2 .

This expression.gives us the upper bound of (ai7aj).
6.3 Errors in (x,y) due to Constant Errors in (H,V,A,Ch,CV,Ca,~,fi,io,j,,)

In order to compute the effects of parameters (H,V,A,Ch,CvCa,~rfj,io~o)
on world coordinates (x,y,z), we
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shall consider the coplanar case where there is a unique relationship between (ij) and (x,y). For the
noncoplanar case, location of (x,y,z) is determined by a stereo setup of at least two camertas.For the coplanar
case, (ifjf) is related to (x,y) as follows:
X

=

alif +azjl- +a3
hif +hif +h
, Y=
clif +%jf +%
clif +czjj- +%

(5 1)

where (al,+,a,,,b1,b2,b,,c1,~,c3)are obtained by inverting the camera matrix (from (3)) fir the coplanar case
including the e:ffects of image center (i, j,) and scale factor (si,sj)(refer matrix M in Appendix I). The relative
uncertainties o~fxand y are:

(ad,

(b) increasing x, and it
It is clear from (52,53) that the uncertainty of x increases with: (a) increasing
does not depend on y and (bl,b2,b3). Also, the uncertainty of y increases with: (a) increasing (if), (b)
increasing y, and it does not depend on x and (a1,+,%). As in section 6.1, these results show that the world
coordinate comqutation is most accurate when the image coordinates are closest to the center S of I-J and to
the true image center (bj,).
6.4 Errors in (x,y)due to random errors in (i,j,)

From (62) th.e uncertainties of (x,y) due to random errors in ( a f ) are:

Assuming (i&)are uniformly distributed within [-l3/2,0/2], we obtain the following standard deviations (uX,uy)
of (x,y) respecb~vely:
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From (54) and (55)

Substituting AiJi+ui when Sixor SiY 2 0 and q F u i when Sixor SiY < 0 and similarly fix AJ&
ph/12), we obtain:

(ai = uj =

This expression1gives the upper bound of (u,uy).

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we shall apply the proposed algorithms on a test setup and analyze the results of these
experiments. The test calibration points are created by accurately placing a set of 100 holes on a high precision
polished metal plate in a square grid of 10 dots horizontally and 10 dots vertically. The cantmid pixel of each
dot is obtained to extract the pixel coordinates of the object points. A 6.5mm lens is used to obtain barrel
distortion seen in many applications. The image resolution is 512x480 pixels. Figure 3 shctws a picture of the
calibration points and the calibration setup.
The complete calibration algorithm (Algorithm 9) is applied for the coplanar case. The accuracy of this
algorithm is evaluated by measuring the following:
error between the measured image coordinates and those computed from the parameters and true
(1)
world coordinates,
error btmeen the true world coordinates and those computed from the parameter:; and the measured
(2)
image coordinates.
First, the above errors (shown by iteration=O in Tables 2-7) are computed from the least scquares estimates of
(2). Next, Algoiithms 2-4 are applied to determine image center and scale factor in the coplanar case. Finally,
lens distortion is corrected by Algorithms 5 and 8 for general radial and first order mdidtangential lens
distortions respectively. The complete algorithm iterates between the above two steps.
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In step 2 of the complete algorithm, we applied Algorithm 4 to obtained error(e)=2.69X10-15 (refer (14)) for
b=-1.0, Jo=0.9, si=0.820531, and sj=l .O (assumed). (i, j,) are displacements from the center of the h e
buffer, i.e. from pixel locations (256,240). Thus the true image center computed by the above algorithm is at
(255.0,240.9). AJgorithm 4 converged to these solutions within 1-2 iterations. Successive iterations gave us no
worthwhile improvement. All results are obtained from the first iteration of the complete algorithm (Algorithm
9).
Next we shall analyze the results from step 3 of the complete algorithm to obtain errors h i image and world
coordinates due different orders 04) (M=2,3,4,5) of the radial lens distortion. Here different iterations of
Algorithm 5 (ite1ztions=2,4,6,8,10)for the general radial case is applied. The results for all these experiments
are summarized in Tables 2-5. The errors in image and world coordinates are computed for all 100 calibration
points. The average and standard deviations of these errors are reported. All results are quoted from the first
iteration of the o~mpletealgorithm (Algorithm 9).
TABLE 2. Errors in image and world coordinates for &rent iterations of Algorithm 5 for the general radial
lens distortion model of order M=2. Iteration=O is for no lens distortion correction. b=1.0(255),
j,=0.9(240.9), si=0.820531.

TABLE 3. Errors in image and world coordinates for different iterations of Algorithm 5 for the general radial
lens distortion model of order M=3. Iteration=O is for no lens distortion correction. b=-1.0(255),
j0=0.9(240.9), si:=0.820531.
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TABLE 4. Errc~rsin image and world coordinates for different iterations of Algorithm 5 for the general radial
lens distortion model of order M 4 . Iteration=O is for no lens distortion correction. &=-1.0(255),
j0=0.9(240.9), s',=0.820531.

TABLE 5. Errors in image and world coordinates for different iterations of Algorithm 5 for the general radial
lens distortion model of order M=5. Iteration=O is for no lens distortion correclion. b=1.0(255),
j0=0.9(240.9), si=0.820531.

From Tables 2-5, we observe that errors (and variances) in image and world coordinates decrease as: (1) the
model order increases, and (2) the number of iterations increase. However, the improvemenl: gets progressively
less for higher orders of model and iterations. Also the best improvement in errors is obtained within the first
two iterations. Note that even though in some cases error in one coordinate increases, the least squared error in
the two coordinates decreases. For example, for M=4 from iterations=2 to 4, error in I ctmrdinate decreases
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fiom 0.4825 to 0.4448, whereas error in J coordinate increases fiom 0.5813 to 0.5950.. The least squared
error, however, decreases fiom 0.8727 to 0.8084.

An important aspect of these results is that radial distortion models of higher orders can sigdicantly reduce
errors that will otherwise require many iterations of lesser order models. Most existing studies, consider only
up to second order radial models. Our study, on the other hand, demonstrates the effectiveiiess of higher order
models and of higher iterations of these models, and also computes them efficiently. Purther note that all
extrinsic paramieters are updated in every computation (iteration of Algorithm 5) of lens distortion parameters.

Next, we repeated the above experiment for the first order mddtangential lens distortion case for the two
methods in Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 respectively. Tables 6 and 7 summarize these resullts. All results are
obtained fiom the first iteration of the complete algorithm (Algorithm 9).
TABLE 6. Errors in image and world coordinates for difikrent iterations of Algorithm 5 fior first order radial
and tangential lens distortion model by the One-Step Method. Iteration=O is for no lens distortion correction.
i,,=1.0(255), j,=0.9(240.9), si=0.820531.
World

-

(Std. Dev.)
X
Y 0.0216
0.0167

0.0227'0.0187-

0.0134
0.0115

0.01520.0135-

0.0107

0.0127-

0.0104

0.0121

for different iterations of Algorithm 8 fix first order radial
TABLE 7. Errc)rs in image and world coor-es
and tangential 11mdistortion model by the Sequential Method. Iteration=O is for no lens distortion correction.
io=-1.0(255), jo:=0.9(240.9), si=0.820531.
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The results Cor the radialhimgentid case is similar to those obtained for the general mlial case. However
since the distortion is mostly barrel type, the general radial method gave us better results than the
radiaL/tangentia-1method in this example. Also note that the sequential method improves the error at a slower
rate than the onc: step method. This is also clear from Algorithm 8.
Note that all above results were obtained from the first iteration of the complete algorithm (Algorithm 9).
We did not obtain any improvement in errors within six decimal places by successive iterations of the complete
algorithm. The convergence of our algorithms are strong, and one iteration of the complete algorithm is
suflicient in om. example. In different examples, however, more iterations of the complete algorithm may be
necessary.

8. CONCLUSION

In this paper .we have presented a new complete camera calibration algorithm that includes: (a) new methods
of computing the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters, (b) complete lens distortion models inc:luding both radial
and tangential diirtions. New efficient approaches are shown for the computation of all pauameters by linear
iteration only. Proofs of convergence are provided for all iterative methods. A detailed experimental study of
the effectiveness;of higher model orders and of higher iterations of lens distortion models is also included.
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APPENDIX I
Proofs for Theorems 1 and 2
Let M be the camera matrix in (3) with image center (ij,) and scale factor (si,sj). Thus,
f,Hs i O A s f , H , +ioAy A H z +.Az
fjVy +joAy fjV, +joA,

4
Here M is the ideal camera matrix in (3).
A,

[r

i/ch + z o c a ) ]
-(fjc,+ j o C a ) =
<a

0

zo][iY. fly

fi

0

sj

jo

0

0

1

fl,
A,

flX f l y
Ax
A,

1

-KV
-ca

Let us consider the following vectors: J=[i j 1ITis the true image coordinates of a point :q=[xy z 1ITin 3D,
and &=[if jf 117' is the fi-ame buffer coordinates of X, with the effects of image center dis~~lacement
and scale
factor. Let I'=[i.'j' 1ITbe the computed image coordinates of X, with camera matrix M. Frolm (3):

where kt=(<x+$'y+&'z-C,')=(@+%y++-C.J=k.

Thus, the computed image coordinates I' from world
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coodinates X, with camera matrix M' is same as the h
proves theorem 1.

e buffer coordinates If of a point

X, in 3D. This
U

For the coplanar case, camera matrix M is square (3x3) and invertible. Let X=[x' J; 1IT be the world
coordinates computed from h e buffer coordinates If with camera matrix M'. Thus, for the coplanar case
(from (3)):

Therefore, the computed world coordinates X' from h e butfer coordinates $with camera matrix M' is same
as the true woild coordinates X, of a point in 3D. This result can be extended to a multi-camera stereo setup.
rn
This proves theorem 2.

APPENDIX II
Proof of Convergence of the General Radial Lens Distortion Algorithm
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N

and

9'9 =

+

c(a-'

n =I

N

+8,,?9~),

+'I' =

(y,&

4,,Sn)(~holes&~ecom~ositions).

n =I

Note that is c)f 111rank for N>rank(%,S,). Also r is unique when 9 is full rank. Tae algorithm reaches
minimum at +Cjk+l=-I'. The analysis below shows that this is the same expression as the least squares solution
in (30).

APPENDIX Ill
Orthonormal (H,V,A) under RadidTangential Lens Distortions - Noncoplanar Case

In order to obtain orthonormal (H,V,A), we need to estimate extrinsic vector B in (35), under the following
constraints: H.'V=O, H.H=l, V.V=l. For simplicity, we shall divide the two expressions in (1) to obtain the
following:

Using Lagrangt: multipliers A, and h,the function to be minimized is:

Here h%+gl~%+pA&'+qA&' and jnc=jn+glAjn+Ajn'+qAjn"where A& = k,r:
Ajn = jnr2, A&' = r2+2k2, Ajn' =
2gn, j,"
= 24, Aj, = r2+2j+2jd.Minimizing the above function with respect to @&,H,,-,~,'V,Vy,V,C,C&
we
obtain the following expressions:
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-

- -

Eliminating C, and Ch by substituting the last two equations into the jirst six, we get the following matrix
equation:
GI' = Ar,

-

where A =

r,,

0

0
0

A,

X.,
3
- 13

o
0
X2
0

0
0
A,
0
0
A,

A,

0

0

A,

o o
X1

0
0

0
X1
0

-

0
0
h3
and
0
0
XI -

-Hx HY

r=

Hz
*

vx
v~
-5-

Here G is a 6X:6 real matrix with the following partitions:
G2

h e r e GI, G2,GI are 3X 3 matrices.

The above e:quation can be solved by iterative methods[l6]. In order to s i m p w the cc~mputation,we shall
relax the constraints: H.H=l and V.V=l, and only maintain the c0mtm.int H.V=O. Under this condition, A is a
d q o n a l matrix of the form A=X1l where I is an identity matrix. We can also show that the least squared error
e2 can be exprt:ssed as: e 2

The solution fbr

r

=r

can be obtained from the eigenvalues of G.

r

is the eigenvector corresponding to the
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smallest eigenlvalue of the real matrix G. This eigenvector can be normalized such that we satis@ the
constraints H.:H=l and V.V=l while maintaining the constraint H.V=O. Axial vector A is obtained as A=HXV.
The iterative Algorithm 5 in Section 4.1 or Algorithm 8 in Section 4.3 can be used for a.ccuratecomputation
of extrinsic vector B and lens distortion parameters (g,,p,q). The above analysis is utilized in step 2 of this
iteration to obtain B such that (H,V,A) are orthonormal. Translation vector (C,,C,CJ c'an be obtained from
(1) with known (H,V,A).
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FIGURE 3.

(A) CALIBRATION SETUP.
(B) IMAGE OF CALIBRATION PATTERN TAKEN WITH 6.5MM LEhlS
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